
 
 

 
 

                                                      

 

 

Leneese Bales 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

Objective     To provide outstanding service on each task given and learn  

                  new skills that will increase my knowledge even further.  

 

Profile        Mature, organized, and dependable, believes strongly in  

              setting positive goals and following them through successfully. 

 

Education     San Jacinto College, Pasadena, TX              62 credits                                    

               Surgical Technology ( Associates Degree of Applied Science) 

                  Graduation at Central Campus of December 13,2007 

                  CRCST Certification given on October 6, 2009 

                  CST Certification given on December 27, 2013 

 

Experience   06-10-2018 to present  Houston Community College   

                  Teaching Sterile processing and Surgical Technology 

 

                06-26-2017 to present    Texas Woman’s Hospital  

                7600 Fannin street, Houston, Texas 77054, 713-790-1234 

               Surgical Tech (Labor and Delivery) 

 

 Assist doctor in the operating room by passing 

instruments and maintaining sterile technique 

 Help in regular deliveries by retracting, cutting suture, 

cleaning the patient up afterwards and making sure 

sterile technique is used  

 Set up delivery tables, stock supplies up, check 

instruments and organize instruments being used 

 

                05-30-16 to 06-22-17   LBJ Hospital 5656 Kelly street  

                 Houston, Texas 77026 , 1-800-367-5690 

              Surgical Tech (Labor and Delivery) 

        

 Assist doctor in the operating room by passing 

instruments and maintaining sterile technique  

 Stock the pixes and all labor and delivery rooms with 



 
 

 
 

supplies 

 Help move and clean patient up after surgery         

 

                 06-15-2015 to 05-20-2016  San Jacinto Methodist 

                  Hospital 4401 Garth Road  Baytown,Texas 77521  

                  281-420-8600 

              Surgical Tech 

 Assist doctor in operating room by passing instruments 

and anticipating the next step  

 Stock up surgery items, finish case carts, clean up 

 Assist the nurse in getting the patient into position for 

procedure 

 

02-26-14 to 06-08-2015 Michael Debakey VA Hospital  

2002 Holcombe Blvd. Houston, TX 77030 713-791-1414                                                          

                   Medical Supply Tech                

 Assemble and clean instrument sets, sterilize instruments  

                    and scopes 

 Clean equipment and scopes, retrieve what is needed, 

                   restock all clinics 

 Set up case carts for surgery cases, print pick tickets 

 

                02-08-2013 to 07-19-2013 Clear Lake Regional Hospital                     

      450 Medical center blvd Webster ,TX 77598 281-338-3185 

              Sterile Processing Supervisor 

 Order new instruments for all services, order supplies, 

monitor staff, hire new employees, train new employees 

 Retrieve what is needed,order supplies, delegate daily  

activities for surgery cases 

 Check the sterilization records, Handle all complaints 

with SPD 

                          

 

                        

                        

          
                   

 

                                                                                                 

                                     



 
 

 
 

                                    


